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Executive

Summary

1. Background and Objectives
(1) Background
In the past several years, the demand for electricity in Vietnam has increased 13% annually,
and is expected to increase by 17% to 20% between 2006 and 2015.
In order to meet this hearty demand for electricity, new power projects will be required in
2010 that are 2.3 times, and in 2015 that are 3.7 times, the 2005 power supply. However,
because EVN efforts to develop the new power projects alone can not keep up with this demand
and because EVN’s fund-raising capacity is limited, the Vietnamese Government has adopted a
strategy to overcome this situation by encouraging private-sector participation in power
projects.
Against this background, such large IPP thermal power projects as the Phu My2-2 (720MW)
and Phu My3 (720MW) were developed by foreign consortiums, but apart from these the entry
of foreign investment has effectively been stopped. In contrast, Vietnamese-backed private
sector companies from other industries have flocked to the power sector due to the bubble
euphoria amidst Vietnam’s high economic growth. However, due to lack of consideration and
planning, some small-medium sized hydropower projects have been cancelled shortly after the
start of construction due to funding shortages, and in reality the participation of private sector
enterprises in the development of new power sources is not proceeding smoothly. Consequently,
the electricity supply is not keeping up with the growing electricity demand, requiring the
implementation of planned blackouts nationwide on a daily basis.
Thus expectations are held for the BLT (Build-Lease-Transfer) system, a new IPP business
scheme aimed at cancelled small-medium sized hydropower projects that would make
participation by foreign investors easier, to resolve the electricity shortage, even to some degree.
The BLT system aims to even out the fluctuations in income from electricity sales due to the
hydrological risk (risk of fluctuations in river discharge) inherent to hydropower generation by
providing incoming from leasing fees. For foreign investors, this is a very attractive business
model.
(2) Objectives
The study teams visited several power sector’s concerned organizations and interviews
conducted regarding the existence of BLT needs (needs survey). Since this would be the first
implementation of a BLT for Vietnam, in the interviews problems needing to be overcome or
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obstacles to the implementation of a BLT were identified, regardless of whether or not a BLT
was required. Furthermore, in order to identify BLT projects, project corporations were also
surveyed to ascertain whether their projects could be used as BLT model projects.

2. BLT as a New IPP Business Scheme
Outline of BLT system is as follows (refer to Figure1.);
(1) A new project company is established by Japanese enterprises.
Here the establishment of a reconstruction company through alliances between
Japanese enterprises (banks, business corporations, etc.) is envisioned, but there is no
intention of limiting the nationality or business category of participating enterprises.
(2) The new project company purchases the projects, of which development has been
discontinued and/or construction has not begun due to lack of funding, from their
previous owners.
(3) Or, the new project company carries out the project with the previous owner as a joint
business.
Here including (2) above, the new project company purchases and completes
small-medium sized hydropower projects, using funds supplied by low-interest loans
from Japanese financial institutions.
(4) The new project company owns the project assets.
(5) The new project company leases the project facilities to EVN.
(6) EVN pays “Lease fee” to the new project company.
(7) EVN executes the O&M of project facilities, and the project company advises EVN
regarding the O&M.

(1)New project company
(2)Purchase
or
(3)Joint business
with previous owner

(6)Payment of
Lease fee
(4)Own the
assets

FOR
LEASE

Electricity
(5)Lease the
facilities

Consumer

Project scope of BLT scheme as follows;
- Development has been discontinued
- Construction has not begun due to lack
of funding

EVN

(7)O&M

Payment

(Total amount; approx. 200MW)

Figure 1. BLT scheme
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Regarding the scale of the purchased projects, in order also to achieve the merits of
economies of scale, it is envisioned that multiple medium and small hydroelectric power
generation projects will be grouped together in packages with a total power-generating capacity
of around 200MW.
For foreign investors, considering the risk of the country in which they are investing, there is
a certain rationality to a scheme such as BLT in which the project company continues ownership
of the project facilities while leaving the operational side to a local lessee company. That is to
say, because this system enables a project company to maintain property rights and at the same
time avoid operational risks, BLT is a business scheme that provides good conditions for foreign
investors (refer to Table 3-1).
Especially in countries where the country risk is not low, such issue can not be viewed lightly
from the perspective of risk management. Accordingly, it can be said that the adoption of BLT in
Vietnam would be extremely meaningful.

3. Conclusion
(1) Possibility of/Need for BLT Implementation
It became clear from the field investigations that in order to implement BLT in Vietnam,
because there are aspects of BLT that cannot be covered entirely by the current BOT Law, it
would be necessary to establish a new BLT Law, and therefore it is believed that implementation
of BLT would take some time.
However, in Vietnam there is a very high need to develop small-medium sized hydropower
projects, not only to meet the power demand but also as a means of benefiting and invigorating
regional economies through CDM. Moreover, it is a fact that the Vietnamese organizations that
were interviewed as part of this survey were all puzzling over how to overcome the harsh
environment currently surrounding small-medium sized hydropower projects and many
expressed approval of BLT as a potential means of providing a solution.
Accordingly, despite the hurdle of needing to newly establish a BLT Law, it was determined
that the potential for developing small-medium sized hydropower using BLT is extremely high.
(2) Identification/Selection of Model Projects
The Srepok 4A Project, which presents few technological and environmental risks, was
identified through this study as a quality project with the potential for obtaining CDM credit.
The company undertaking this project, Buon Don Hydropower JSC, expressed an extremely
positive stance with regard to BLT and so BLT application to the project was attempted, but it
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was thought that application would be slightly difficult due to the construction schedule.
However, because Buon Don Hydropower JSC requested that our company become involved
in the project, we intend to continue our involvement with the project. Through this involvement,
we hope to apply BLT to the next hydropower project that Buon Don Hydropower JSC
develops.
(3) Future actions
To enable the swift implementation of BLT at the point that model projects are identified, it is
imperative that systematic details concerning BLT such as the taxation system and investment
licensing be developed. To this end, we intend to work on these details with a local Vietnamese
investment law consulting firm with ties to our company as well as seek the advice of SCIC and
HIFU, both of which expressed approval for BLT.
In addition, we will endeavor to consider business profitability and lease fee menus in
preparation for BLT implementation.

Ex-4
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1.1 Background and Objectives
In the past 10 years, Asian countries have achieved substantial economic growth, and
Vietnam in particular has attained a high level of growth with GDP increasing 8% annually. As a
result, the demand for electricity over the past several years has also increased 13% annually,
and under the 6th Power Development Plan announced by the Vietnamese Government in July
2007, electricity demand is expected to increase by 17% to 20% between 2006 and 2015.
In order to meet this hearty demand for electricity, new power projects will be required in
2010 that are 2.3 times, and in 2015 that are 3.7 times, the 2005 power supply. However,
because Vietnam Electricity (EVN) efforts to develop new power projects alone can not keep up
with this demand and because EVN’s fund-raising capacity is limited, the Vietnamese
Government has adopted a strategy to overcome this situation by encouraging private-sector
participation in power projects.
Against this background, such large IPP thermal power projects as the Phu My2-2 (720MW)
and Phu My3 (720MW) were developed by foreign consortiums, but apart from these the entry
of foreign investment has effectively been stopped. In contrast, Vietnamese-backed private
sector companies from other industries have flocked to the power sector due to the bubble
euphoria amidst Vietnam’s high economic growth. However, due to lack of consideration and
planning, some small and medium-sized hydropower projects have been cancelled shortly after
the start of construction due to funding shortages, and in reality the participation of private
sector enterprises in the development of new power sources is not proceeding smoothly.
Consequently, the electricity supply is not keeping up with the growing electricity demand,
requiring the implementation of planned blackouts nationwide on a daily basis.
Thus expectations are held for the BLT (Build-Lease-Transfer) system, a new IPP business
scheme aimed at cancelled small and medium-sized hydropower projects that would make
participation by foreign investors easier, to resolve the electricity shortage, even to some degree.
The details of this BLT will be provided below, but the system aims to even out the
fluctuations in income from electricity sales due to the hydrological risk (risk of fluctuations in
river flow) inherent to hydropower generation by providing incoming from leasing fees. For
foreign investors, this is a very attractive business model.

1.2 Study Items
The following government organizations, financial organizations, and project corporations
related to Vietnam’s power sector were visited and interviews conducted regarding the existence
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of BLT needs (needs survey). Since this would be the first implementation of a BLT for Vietnam,
in the interviews problems needing to be overcome or obstacles to the implementation of a BLT
were identified, regardless of whether or not a BLT was required.
Furthermore, in order to identify BLT projects, project corporations were also surveyed to
ascertain whether their projects could be used as BLT model projects.
¾

Central government organizations: Ministry of Industry and Trade(MOIT), Ministry of
Planning

and

Investment(MPI),

Ministry

of

Natural

Resources

and

Environment(MONRE), Vietnam Electricity (EVN)
¾

Local government organizations: People's Committee of Nghe An Province, People's
Committee of Dak Nong Province

¾

Financial organizations: State Capital Investment Corporation(SCIC), Ho Chi Minh
City Urban Investment and Development Fund(HIFU)

¾

Japanese organizations: JBIC, JETRO etc.

¾

Projects: Ban Coc and Nhan Hac Project, Dak Bul Sor Project, Srepok4A Project

1.3 Study Schedule
The field investigation will be conducted in a total of three parts as follows.
¾

First investigation: July 28 – August 8, 2009
Member: Hideki Narumi, Naoki Tatsumi, Shoichi Shimada (Total: 3)

¾

Second investigation: August 16–22, 2009
Member: Naoki Tatsumi, Hirofumi Oba (Total: 2)

¾

Third investigation: October 5-10, 2009
Member: Hideki Narumi, Naoki Tatsumi (Total: 2)

The procedure followed was, in the First investigation, to mainly study Japanese
organizations and Vietnamese central government organizations in order to develop an outline,
then to pack study content into the Second and Third investigations. Moreover, since one
purpose of the study was to discover BLT model projects, efforts were made in the preliminary
study also to obtain information on model projects and in the latter investigations interviews
with project owners and site inspections were carried out.
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1.4 Study Members
The study team comprised the following six members.
Table 1-1
No.

Members of Study Team

Name

Specialty

1

Hideki NARUMI

(Project Manager)

2

Kiyoaki TAKAHASHI

Economics

3

Naoki TATSUMI

Economics and legal

4

Masayuki ITAI

Civil engineering

5

Hirofumi OBA

Electricity

6

Shoichi SHIMADA

Civil engineering
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Civil Engineering

Chapter 2
Current Situation and Issues
of Power Sector in Vietnam

2.1

Organizations of Power Sector

Vietnam’s power sector is overseen by the Ministry of Industry and Trade (MOIT). This
ministry oversees the entire energy sector, and in addition to the oil, natural gas, and coal energy
industries, MOIT also supervises industries such as the cement and steel industries that consume
large energy amounts, so that the ministry exercises jurisdiction comprehensively from energy
supply to demand.
Under the supervision of MOIT, Petrovietnam exclusively carries out oil/natural gas-related
activities; VINACOMIN carries out coal-related activities; and Vietnam Electricity (EVN)
carries out electrical power-related activities.
EVN originally monopolized the power sector, holding direct control of all electrical
power-related activities from power generation to transmission with umbrella electricity
distribution companies carrying out distribution activities. However, with the equitization of
state-run enterprises under the Law on State-Owned Enterprises established in November 2003
and the gradual adoption of a competitive electricity market under the Law on Electricity
established in 2004, the power generation and transmission activities that ENV had controlled
directly were variously divided up between power stations and regions, and in 2006 a holding
company system was adopted (refer to Figure 2-1).
Ministry of Industry
and Trade (MOIT)

Ministry of Planning
and Investment (MPI)

Electricity Regulatory Authority of Vietnam (ERAV)
Vietnam Electricity (EVN)
State Capital Investment
Corporation(SCIC)
Equity acquisition, etc.

IPP

National Load Dispatching Center
27 generation companies (by power station)
4 transmission companies (by region)

11 distribution companies (by region)
Consumers

Source: Corporate Profile 2008-2009, prepared by EVN and other organizations
Figure 2-1 Organization of Power Sector
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Wholesale

Due to this transformation into the above-mentioned holding company, some power
generation and distribution companies were able to achieve listing on the share market,
departing from 100% EVN capital, but the National Load Dispatching Center and four
electricity transmission companies remain 100% EVN-owned, and so the influence of EVN
over the electricity sector remains unchanged.
Furthermore, although stock market listing has created the existence of shareholders in
electricity-related companies other than EVN, the influence of the State Capital Investment
Corporation (SCIC) instead of EVN is now growing. SCIC is a state-owned enterprise
established in 2005 with a capital of 5 trillion dong whose role is to manage state-owned capital
and undertake investment on behalf of the national government, and it has over 800 investments
for a total investment of 3 billion dollars. According to interviews conducted locally, EVN and
SCIC must own a majority of the shares in companies in the electrical power sector, for which
there is high state demand. Accordingly, although EVN’s influence has been weakened through
stock exchange listing of power sector companies, they remain under state control. One example
of a power generation company that has been listed on the stock exchange is Tac Ba
Hydropower JSC. EVN is the largest shareholder, owning 30% of the company’s stock,
followed by SCIC, which owns 24%, so that these two organizations combined own a majority
of Tac Ba Hydropower JSC stock (as of October 2009).
Based on the Law on Electricity established in 2004, in 2006 the Roadmap for Power Sector
Reform (refer to Figure 2-2) was formulated. The roadmap aims to introduce competitive
markets in three stages, culminating in the introduction of a retail competitive market (total
liberalization) in 2024. Currently, only a part of the electricity produced by EVN umbrella
power generation companies is being traded experimentally on wholesale competitive markets.
Due to insufficient supply capacity, however, the competition principle between electrical power
generation companies does not work and full-scale implementation (implementation of a
single-buyer market), which was planned for 2009, has not been achieved. The Electricity
Regulatory Authority of Vietnam (ERAV) was established in 2005 as an organization to oversee
items related to this wholesale competitive market.
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Retail competitive market
Wholesale competitive market
Generation competitive market
2005

2009

2014

Transition
period

2016

2022

Transition
period

2024

Transition
period

Source: Compiled from various materials
Figure 2-2 Roadmap for Power Sector Reform
Furthermore, in the case of entry by foreign investors into the power sector, the Ministry of
Planning and Investment (MPI) is also deeply involved in the power sector acting as a window
and regulator for these investments.
Moreover, although this has not been shown in Figure 2-1, the Ministry of Natural Resources
and Environment (MONRE), which oversees environmental impact assessment (EIA) and CDM,
as well as the provincial people’s committees of the regions in which projects are being
undertaken are also deeply involved in the power sector.

2.2
2.2.1

Power Supply and Demand
Supply-Demand Balance

Since 2000, Vietnam has been achieving a high rate of economic growth of around 8%
annually, and spurred by this high economic growth rate, maximum power has been showing a
high annual growth rate of 10% or more (refer to Table 2-1), but the development of new power
projects by EVN and IPP has been unable to keep up with this growth, with planned blackouts
becoming increasingly chronic over the past several years as a result. This maximum power is
the value after planned blackouts (control value); the actual maximum power (demand value) is
said to be around 20% higher, making the development of new electricity sources on a scale of
several thousand MW annually imperative for ensuring a stable supply.
Within Vietnam’s power source structure, hydropower generation holds a high weight with
35.1% installed capacity (as at the end of 2008), but in at the end of the dry season (around
March to May) when power demand has peaked, the supply capacity of all hydropower stations
decreases due to decreases in river discharge, and supply-demand balance is most difficult
2-3

during this period. In fact, at the end of the dry season in 2005, river discharge was lower than
average, and output of the Hoa Binh Hydropower station, the largest hydropower station
(1,920MW) in Vietnam, was severely restricted due to the low water levels in the dam reservoir,
causing a major power shortage and necessitating large-scale planned blackouts nationwide.
Table 2-1

Trends in Maximum Power and Installed Capacity (2004-2008)
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
Maximum power (MW)
8,283
9,255
10,187
11,286
N.A
Growth rate per year
N.A
12.4％
11.7％
10.1％
10.8％
Installed capacity (MW)
11,340
11,340
12,357
13,450
15,678
Growth rate per year
14.6％
0％
9.0％
8.8％
16.6％
Note: Installed capacity includes IPP.
Source: Compiled from “Electrical Power Industries of Foreign Countries 2008 (Volume 1),”
Japan Electric Power Information Center
Table 2-2

Trends in Power Supply-Demand Balance (2004-2008)
2004
2005
2006
2007
Generated power (MWh)
46,201
52,050
59,013
66,773
Growth rate per year
13.2％
12.7％
13.4％
13.1％
Imported power(MWh)
49
327
761
2,320
Power sales (MWh)
39,696
44,921
51,350
58,438
Growth rate per year
13.8％
13.2％
14.3％
13.8％
Transmission/distribution loss
12.09％
11.78％
11.05％
10.56％
Note: Values for 2007 are for reference only as December figures are not included.
Source: Corporate Profile 2008-2009, prepared by EVN and other organizations

2008
74,224
11.2％
3,156
65,890
12.8％
9.21％

To compensate for the above-mentioned insufficient installed capacity, in September 2004 the
Vietnamese Government began importing electricity from neighboring Yunnan Province in
China. Initially this was done via one route along a 110KV transmission line, but transmission
facilities were gradually expanded and improved so that currently there are two routes along
220kV transmission lines. The amount of imported power every year is increasing, but the
import prices are also higher than domestic electricity prices, and so in reality the import
amount is no more than around 4% of generated energy (2008) (refer to Table 2-2).

2.2.2

Power Demand

Vietnam has been achieving a high rate of economic growth of around 8% annually since
2000, and industry especially boasts a high annual growth rate of 10% or more year after year.
The impact of this is also apparent in power sales: looking at the power sales by usage, in the
past residential usage led for many years, but in 2004 industrial usage took the lead for the first
time and has maintained this lead ever since (refer to Table 2-3 and Figure 2-3).Growth in the
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power sales has remained at a high level of 13% or more overall, amongst which industrial
usage showed a high average growth of 16.7%.
Table 2-3

Trends in Power Sales by Usage (2004-2008)
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
Industry (MWh)
17,943
20,297
23,590
28,635
32,945
Residential (MWh)
17,665
19,987
22,491
23,960
26,356
Agriculture (MWh)
556
620
662
584
659
Others (MWh)
3,532
4,017
4,607
5,259
5,930
Total (MWh)
39,696
44,921
51,350
58,438
65,890
Source: Compiled from “Electrical Power Industries of Foreign Countries 2008 (Volume 1),”
Japan Electric Power Information Center
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Japan Electric Power Information Center
Figure 2-3 Trends in Power Sales by Usage (2004-2008)
Although residential usage has lost the lead, people’s income levels have increased amidst
high economic growth, and use of electricity-consuming appliances such as household
air-conditioners and refrigerators is becoming increasingly widespread. Consequently, the power
sale for residential usage is also showing a solid average growth of 9.8% per year.

2.2.3

Power Supply

The generated power required to respond to the growth in maximum power and power sales
sold has also shown a high growth rate of 12.1% annually. In contrast to EVN’s annual growth
rate of 6.45%, installed capacity of IPP grew tremendously, approximately 3.5 times over five
years, achieving an IPP share overall of 28.5% (refer to Table 2-4 and Figure 2-4).
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Table 2-4

Trends in Power Generation by Source (2004-2008)
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
EVN
40,175
41,183
46,464
50,001
53,091
Hydropower (MWh)
17,635
16,130
19,096
20,833
23,860
Coal-fired (MWh)
7,015
8,125
8,808
8,926
8,931
Oil-fired (MWh)
602
678
600
740
610
Gas-fired (MWh)
14,881
16,207
17,906
19,425
19,638
Diesel (MWh)
42
43
54
77
52
IPP (MWh)
6,026
10,867
12,550
16,772
21,133
Total (MWh)
46,201
52,050
59,013
66,773
74,224
Source: Compiled from “Electrical Power Industries of Foreign Countries 2008 (Volume 1),”
Japan Electric Power Information Center
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Figure 2-4 Trends in Power Generation by Source (2004-2008)
EVN has itself over the past five years developed five hydropower stations (totaling
1,176MW) and two thermal power stations (750MW), but the current situation is far from
capable of satisfying the growing demand for electricity (refer to Table 2-5). EVN’s inability to
make headway with developing new power projects stems from its financial difficulties, which
are so serious that in September 2008 EVN announced that it was pulling out of 13 new power
projects (totaling 13,800MW).
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Table 2-5 List of EVN’s Power Stations (as of the end of 2008)
Type of
Installed capacity
Final Year of
Power Station
Region
generation
(MW)
Operation Start
Thac Ba
North
120
1970
Hoa Binh
North
1,920
1994
Tuyen Quang
North
342
2008
Vinh Son
Central
66
1995
Yaly
Central
720
2000
Song Hinh
Central
70
2000
Se San 3
Central
260
2006
Quang Tri
Central
64
2007
Hydro
A Vuong
Central
210
2008
Da Nhim - Song Pha
South
167
1964
Tri An
South
420
1987
Thac Mo
South
150
1995
Ham Thuan
South
300
2001
Da Mi
South
175
2001
Dai Ninh
South
300
2008
Small hydropower
――
215
――
Subtotal
5,499MW
Uong Bi
North
105
1965
Ninh Binh
North
100
1974
Pha Lai 1
North
440
1986
Coal-fired
Pha Lai 2
North
600
2000
Uong Bi (Ext.)
North
300
2007
Subtotal
1,545MW
Thu Duc
South
165
1973
Oil-fired
Can Tho
South
33
1975
Subtotal
198MW
Ba Ria
South
389
1994
Phu My 2-1
South
900
1999
Can Tho
South
150
1999
Gas-fired
Phu My 1
South
1,090
2001
Phu My 4
South
450
2004
Thu Duc
South
128
――
Subtotal
3,107MW
Diesel
Subtotal
285MW
Total
10,634MW
Source: Corporate Profile 2008-2009, prepared by EVN and other organizations
With EVN making little progress in developing new power projects, fellow energy sector
enterprises Petrovietnam and Vinacomin are both moving into IPP projects. These enterprises
already have experience participating in IPP projects and are planning further involvement in
IPP using abundant funding obtained through recently escalating resource prices and upriver
interests that they own (refer to Tables 2-6 and 2-7).
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Table 2-6

Main Operational Projects by State-Owned Energy Enterprises
(as at the end of 2008)
Power Station
Output
Energy enterprise
Coal-fired
Na Duong
110MW
Vinacomin
(in operation)
Cao Ngan
100MW
Gas-fired
Ca Mau 1
750MW
Petrovietnam
(in operation)
Ca Mau 2
750MW
Source: Compiled from various materials
Table 2-7

Main On-going Projects by State-Owned Energy Enterprises
(as at the end of 2008)
Power Station
Output
Energy enterprise
Coal-fired
Cam Pha 1
300MW
(In planning/development) Cam Pha 2
300MW
Son Dong
220MW Vinacomin
Mao Khe 1
220MW
Mao Khe 2
220MW
Gas-fired
Nhon Trach1
450MW
Petrovietnam
(In development)
Nhon Trach2
750MW
Source: Compiled from various materials

2.3

The 6th Power Development Plan

2.3.1 Overview of Plan
In July 2007, the Vietnamese Government announced the 6th Power Development Plan. Up
until now, as the main player in Vietnam’s electrical sector EVN had long worked to develop
new electricity generation and transmission facilities and strengthen and improve existing
facilities. However, because EVN alone cannot realistically meet annual increases in electricity
demand of 10% or more, under the 6th Power Development Plan the percentage of electricity
source development performed by IPP enterprises has been increased and both EVN and IPP are
to undertake the development of new electricity sources (refer to Table 2-8).
Moreover, in addition to the development of new power projects listed above, there is also a
need to expand and improve the existing transmission and distribution systems. EVN is thought
to require 5 billion dollars (approx. 450 billion yen) annually in funding for developing new
power projects and upgrading existing transmission and distribution systems.
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Table 2-8

Outline of the 6th Power Development Plan
Developer
Operation start
EVN
IPP
Number of projects: 28
Number of projects: 33
From 2006 to 2010
Installed capacity: 5,630MW
Installed capacity: 8,951MW
Number of projects: 27
Number of projects: 46
From 2011 to 2015
Installed capacity: 12,330MW
Installed capacity；17,938 MW
Number of projects: 56
Number of projects: 79
Total
Installed capacity: 21,855MW
Installed capacity: 26,889MW
Note: This table includes plant expansion and partial operation projects as well as importing
from neighboring countries.
Source: Compiled from “Electrical Power Industries of Foreign Countries 2008 (Volume 1),”
Japan Electric Power Information Center

2.3.2 Demand Forecast
Under the 6th Power Development Plan, electricity demand is forecast to increase by 17% to
20% between 2006 and 2015, and power energy, etc. are forecast to increase to approximately 8
times the 2005 levels by 2025 (refer to Table 2-9).
Table 2-9

Forecast for Power Supply etc. under the 6th Power Development Plan
2005
2010
2015
2020
2025
(Performance)
Power generation (TWh)
52
113
190
294
432
Maximum power (MW)
9,255
19,117
31,495
47,607
68,440
Installed capacity (MW)
11,340
25,879
42,341
60,611
85,411
Source: Compiled from “Electrical Power Industries of Foreign Countries 2008 (Volume 1),”
Japan Electric Power Information Center

2.3.3 Positioning of Hydropower Development
Vietnam is rich in fossil resources. Coal is mainly produced in north area, while oil and gas
are produced in south offshore area. Using these fossil resources as fuels, in north area there are
many coal-fired thermal power stations, while in south area there are many gas-fired thermal
power stations. Vietnam currently exports coal, but with the increase in power demand it is
expected to become a net-importer of coal around 2015. For this reason, many of the coal-fired
thermal power stations newly developed in the future will use imported coal. Moreover, nearly
all the natural gas produced by Vietnam is used to fuel gas-fired thermal power stations, but the
majority of Vietnam’s gas fields are small-scale, and known reserve amounts are also small,
approximately one-fifth to one-sixth the size of Malaysia’s or Indonesia’s reserves. Many new
developments of gas-fired thermal power projects have been planned for the future, but
providing all these projects with a stable gas supply as is currently the case is considered to be
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extremely difficult given the small scale of Vietnam’s gas fields.
With regard to hydropower resources, Vietnam is said to have approximately 55.0 billion
kWh/year of hydropower resources (with an installed capacity of 12,000MW - 13,000MW) that
could be developed, but of the hydropower stations owned by EVN, only 5,499MW (as of the
end of 2008), or around half, have been developed, leaving an abundance of hydropower
resources untouched.
For a country that in the near future is to become a net-importer of fossil resources, from the
perspective of securing energy security, Vietnam is promoting the development of renewable
energy, which is net domestic production, and is focusing particularly on the development of
highly energy-dense hydropower resources, which the country has in abundance.
Currently in Vietnam, which has insufficient supply capacity, large-scale hydropower projects,
represented by the Son La Hydropower project (2,400MW), is carried out by EVN, while
development of small-scale hydropower projects in which EVN can not participate is mainly
carried out by Vietnamese private companies. With EVN making little progress in developing
new power projects, the Vietnamese Government is also encouraging the development of new
power projects through private sector activities, and the need for the development of smallmedium sized hydropower projects will remain extremely high in the future.

2.4

Issues of Power Sector

The most serious issue facing Vietnam’s power sector is the fact that, despite the chronic
power shortage that has continued over the past several years, there has been little progress in
developing new power projects to meet power demand. Behind this is a negative spiral rooted in
Vietnam’s price regulation policy that keeps electricity prices (average retail prices) at less than
5￠/kWh, which has led to the current power shortage (refer to Figure 2-5).
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Cause
Regulated electricity
price (under 5￠/kWh)
EVN
Worsening of
EVN’s finances

IPP
Wholesale electricity price
controls (under 4￠/kW)

EVN
Stalled development
of new power projects

IPP
Loss of attraction
for IPP projects

Power Shortage
Consequent
Source: Compiled by survey team
Figure 2-5 Causal Relation of Power Shortage
As Vietnam’s sole electricity company, EVN has a responsibility to develop new power
projects to meet growing power demands, but due to the worsening of EVN’s financial situation
the company has been unable to procure the necessary funding for development to the extent
that, as mentioned above, in September 2008 it announced that it was pulling out of 13 new
power projects (totaling 13,800MW).
Under such circumstances, it would be expedient for well-financed foreign investors to
undertake the development of new power projects instead of EVN, but controls that keep
wholesale power prices less than 4￠/kW is a stumbling block. Although foreign investors have
many projects in the planning stage, only a very few of these have actually been developed.
In contrast, development of new power projects by domestic Vietnamese companies is
broadly polarized into two groups. Large-scale thermal IPP projects in which the main
developer is Petrovietnam or VINACOMIN are generally progressing smoothly backed by
abundant funding capacity and enormous political might. However, not other development
projects being undertaken by domestic private companies are progressing smoothly. In
particular, with regard to small-medium sized hydropower projects, many domestic private
companies (particularly small and medium companies) from other industries flocked to the
power sector in an investment boom in the midst of soaring economic growth, but with little
know-how and experience in developing as well as unrealistic funding plans, in many cases
construction had to be halted due to shortages of funds and the partially constructed waterway
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abandoned. Over the past 10 years of our consultation activities in Vietnam, we have also
encounter numerous abandoned projects, but in fact of these there are many projects that could
be restarted if the necessary technological support and funding could be provided (refer to Photo
1-1 and 1-2).

Photo 2-1

Abandoned Control Building

Photo 2-2

Partially complete waterway for

which construction has been discontinued
The essential solution to this issue would be to abolish the regulated price and raise electricity
prices, but Vietnam’s economy is still suffering from inflation and so from a policy perspective
increasing electricity prices is not possible. Moreover, many foreign manufacturers, including
Japanese companies, have entered Vietnam as part of their “China plus One” strategy,
contributing to the country’s high economic growth, but in addition to abundant labor and low
labor costs, one of the reasons for companies flocking to Vietnam is the low electricity prices,
creating a dilemma that makes increasing electricity prices very difficult.
Chapter 3 will discuss the BLT (Build-Lease-Transfer) system in detail with regard to (1) a
contributing to the resolution of Vietnam’s chronic power shortage; (2) not abolishing price
regulation; (3) targeting small-medium sized hydropower projects that exist abundantly in
Vietnam; (4) its role as a new IPP scheme that enables foreign investors to participate easily in
the place of domestic small and medium companies; and (5) its potential for providing new
investment opportunities in the place of existing BOO or BOT system.
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Chapter 3
BLT as a New IPP Business Scheme

3.1 Outline of BLT
3.1.1

BLT and BTL

Before explaining BLT (Build-Lease-Transfer), we will first review peripheral concepts in
project finance, then clarify the definition of BLT as far as possible. We will then provide an
overview of BLT.
Although BLT is regarded as a type or derivation of BOT (Build-Operate-Transfer), few
materials describing BLT are available and its definition is not necessarily clear. Moreover, in
some cases there is no clear distinction made between BLT and BTL (Build-Transfer-Lease).*
*For example, “Principles of Project Finance” (Academic Press, 2002), E. R. Yescombe
explains that in BLT, ownership rights to the project facilities are not given to the project
company from the start in the case that the project company is a private sector company for the
reason that the project is a public project. However, because the text does not explain the
difference between BLT and BTL, there is no clear distinction between the two. Moreover, in
“Public Private Partnerships: Principles of Policy and Finance” (Elsevier, 2007), E. R.
Yescombe describes both BTL and BLT as derivations of BTO (Build-Transfer-Operate).
1) BLT (Build-Lease-Transfer)

2) BTL (Build-Transfer-Lease)

Project company (Owner)

Project company (User)
(1)
Construction

(1) Construction/
ownership
Power station
(2) Lease

(3) Lease
fees

(3) Lease
(5) Fee

Power station

(4) Transfer

(4)O&M

(2)Transfer

EVN (User)

EVN (Owner)

Note: “(5) Fee” in 2) BTL is the amount remaining after “(3)Lease fees” are deducted from
“(4)O&M fee or expense”.
Source: Compiled by Study Team
Figure 3-1 Comparison of 1) BLT and 2) BTL
Figure 3-1 diagrammatically depicts schemes for 1) BLT as a derivative of BOT
(Build-Operate-Transfer) and 2) BTL as a derivative of BTO (Build-Transfer-Operate). As the
diagrams clearly show, the owners of project facilities (power stations) and the users of the
facilities in 1) BLT are opposite to those in 2) BTL. Furthermore, although the timing of
ownership transfer differs between 1) BLT and 2) BTL, in both cases the eventual owner of the
facilities (power stations) is Vietnam Electricity (EVN).
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Based on the above, “BLT” as used in this paper is a derivative of BOT or BOOT
(Build-Own-Operate-Transfer) from the standpoint of the ownership transfer timing. A summary
of the content of BLT project schemes is provided below.
① In the initial phase, the project company continues to own the power station after
construction has been completed, leasing the facilities to the lessee company (EVN).
② The project company continues to receive “Lease fee” for the duration of the project term
(lease term), but the lessee company (EVN) maintains operations.
③ After the project term expires, the power station is handed over to the lessee company
(EVN) (ownership rights are transferred).
However, it must be noted that, although BLT is a derivative of BOT, there is a significant
difference between the two in that under BOT the project company maintains operation of the
power station, while under BLT the lessee company (EVN) maintains power station operations.
The above is a basic overview of BLT, but a practical issue is that there are as yet no
examples of power generation projects operating under a BLT system. There are reports of BLT
being used in IPP business and power transmission line investment schemes in Mexico, but
there is not an abundance of examples of its use, including in other fields of infrastructure
construction.
In contrast to BLT, under BTL the project company hands the project facilities over to a
public sector outsourcer (transfer of ownership) after construction of the facilities is completed.
The project facilities are then leased back to the project company (in this case the project
company is the lessee), the project company pays “Lease fee” and provides services (O&M of
project facilities), receiving income in the form of compensation for the services provided.
Accordingly, in the case that the project company is a private company, considering the public
nature of the project, BTL is applied when it is regarded as desirable to transfer ownerships
rights of the project facilities to the public sector before operations commence. In reality, there
are many examples of BTL being used in PFI infrastructure projects.

3.1.2

BLT Superiority

In the previous item we explained the difference between BLT and BTL, and here we will
touch on the superiority of the BLT system. For foreign investors, considering the risk of the
country in which they are investing, there is a certain rationality to a scheme such as BLT in
which the project company continues ownership of the project facilities while leaving the
operational side to a local lessee company. That is to say, because this system enables a project
company to maintain property rights and at the same time avoid operational risks, BLT is a
business scheme that provides good conditions for foreign investors (refer to Table 3-1).
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Especially in countries where the country risk is not low, such issue can not be viewed lightly
from the perspective of risk management. Accordingly, it can be said that the adoption of BLT in
Vietnam would be extremely meaningful.
Table 3-1 summarizes the characteristics and risks of BLT and BTL. The greatest risk of BLT
is the increased risk of the project company being unable to continue operations in the unlikely
event of the lessee (EVN) defaulting. However, if the property rights of the project company are
maintained, even if a temporary interruption of operations can not be avoided, it would be
possible to take such measures as finding another lessee company to operate the power plant,
and if renewal were to succeed, it could open up the prospect of operations continuing
long-term.
Table 3-1

Characteristics and Risks of 1) BLT and 2) BTL
1) BLT
2) BTL
Ownership
Project Company
Vietnam Electricity (EVN)
O&M
Vietnam Electricity (EVN)
Project Company
9 The project company owns the 9 EVN owns the power station, but
O&M is executed by the project
power station, but O&M is
company.
executed by EVN.
9 The project company manages the 9 The project company is positioned
as a subcontractor.
project.
Characteristics
9 Through the conclusion of a
technical service agreement with
EVN, the project company is able
to
increase
its
technical
involvement.
9 Because the project company 9 Project company bears the O&M
owns the power station, it bears
risks of power station.
the risk of impairment of the 9 Because ownership rights have
facilities.
been transferred to EVN, there is
9 Even in the unlikely event of
the risk that investment recovery
Risks for
EVN defaulting, because the
may be impossible if EVN
Project
project company owns the power
defaulted.
Company
station, its property rights will not
be jeopardized, but there is the
risk of being unable to continue
maintenance of operations.
Source: Compiled by Study Team

3.1.3

BLT Content

In Chapter 2, we discussed the current situation of small-medium sized hydropower projects
in Vietnam, of which many have been halted and abandoned during construction or derailed
before construction even began.
The major cause of this is recognized to have been the inflation that occurred in Vietnam
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around 2007 as a result of the influence of the run-up to the global financial crisis which was
already occurring at that time. The hyperactivity of the Vietnamese economy had become
heightened, with lending interest rates exceeding 20% and other events threatening a
reoccurrence of the Asian currency crisis of 1997. Such increases in procurement interest rates
instantly worsened the economic viability of medium and small hydroelectric projects which
had low profitability to begin with. In addition, the expansion of the global financial crisis that
followed caused a dramatic decrease in foreign capital lenders, making funding procurement
difficult.
Drawing direct foreign investment to Vietnam to enable the resurrection of projects derailed
in this way is expected to be difficult unless attractive investment schemes are provided to
investors outside the country. Thus expectations are held for BLT as a new investment scheme
aimed at medium and small hydroelectric power generation businesses in Vietnam that is also
advantageous to foreign investors from the standpoint of risk management (refer to Figure 3-2).
(1)New project company
(2)Purchase
or
(3)Joint business
with previous owner

(4)Own the
assets

(6)Payment of
Lease fee
FOR
LEASE

Consumer

(5)Lease the
facilities

Project scope of BLT scheme as follows;
- Development has been discontinued
- Construction has not begun due to lack
of funding

Electricity
EVN

(7)O&M

Payment

(Total amount; approx. 200MW)

Source: Compiled by Study Team
Figure 3-2

BLT Scheme

The following is a detailed explanation of BLT.
(1) A new project company is established by Japanese enterprises.
Here the establishment of a reconstruction company through alliances between
Japanese enterprises (banks, business corporations, etc.) is envisioned, but there is no
intention of limiting the nationality or business category of participating enterprises.
(2) The new project company purchases the projects, of which development has been
discontinued and/or construction has not begun due to lack of funding, from their
previous owners.
(3) Or, the new project company carries out the project with the previous owner as a joint
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business.
Here including (2) above, the new project company purchases and completes
small-medium sized hydropower projects, using funds supplied by low-interest loans
from Japanese financial institutions.
(4) The new project company owns the project assets.
(5) The new project company leases the project facilities to EVN.
(6) EVN pays “Lease fee” to the new project company.
(7) EVN executes the O&M of project facilities, and the project company advises EVN
regarding the O&M.
Here we have envisioned a lease term of around 20 years, but if the lease term is to be based
on a finance lease this would generally be dependent on the amortization period of individual
projects, and during the lease term the construction costs (including interest) and the project
company’s management fee, etc. must be recovered. Following expiration of the lease term, the
new project company transfers the electricity generation assets to EVN.
Regarding the scale of the purchased projects, in order also to achieve the merits of
economies of scale, it is envisioned that multiple medium and small hydroelectric power
generation projects will be grouped together in packages with a total power-generating capacity
of around 200MW.
In essence, because multiple derailed projects are bought, BLT schemes could be thought of
as similar schemes to buy-out funds. Buy-outs take the form of MBO, LBO, and various other
forms, but in addition to the general nature of a buy-out, BLT schemes strongly display the
characteristics of corporate reconstruction funds (turn-around funds).
In this survey, too, it was found that if this scheme were simply a buyout from the standpoint
of the project owner, there would be strong resistance to selling and transferring the project. If
the scheme truly intends to resurrect projects, it is imperative that Japanese corporate alliances
commit a certain amount of hands-on (involvement in management and not merely the
provision of funds) to the new project company beforehand. Moreover, it is believed that
seeking understanding that the buy-out is not hostile but aimed purely at supporting
reconstruction would show consideration of the feelings of the Vietnamese people, who are
unfamiliar with the principles of financial and capital markets, resulting in a project with a high
level of social contribution.
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3.2 Financial and Economic Situation in Vietnam
3.2.1

Economy and Investment Environment

The Vietnamese economy has continued to enjoy stable growth since the Doi Moi (reforms)
of 1986 that introduced market mechanisms and policies of opening the country to foreign
business. The economy temporarily lost steam following the Asian currency crisis of 1997, but
since entering this century the economy has returned to a growth track, with the growth rate
remaining steady at between 6% and 8% annually. More recently, in January 2007 Vietnam
became the 150th member country of the World Trade Organization (WTO), and in 2008 GDP
per capita (nominal) also reached 1,042 dollars, enabling Vietnam to leave the ranks of
low-income countries as defined by the World Bank (935 dollars or less).
In this way Vietnam is steadily achieving economic expansion, but in recent years foreign
investment has overheated, exerting an impact that cannot be ignored. Looking at trends in
stock prices, in 2007 the stock price index rose considerably as a result of more speculative
portfolio investment overheating, as well as the growth in direct investment around the time of
Vietnam joining the WTO (refer to Figure 3-3).
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Figure 3-3 Trends in the Stock Price Index of the HCM Stock Exchange (VN Index)
Such a property bubble invites credit expansion, and the consumer price index also rose
rapidly. After entering 2008, also, despite stock prices falling as a result of the world financial
crisis, influenced by high world resource prices this time the appreciation rate of Vietnam’s
consumer price index did not ease up (refer to Figure 3-4). In response to such acceleration of
inflation, concerns also arose about devaluation of the Vietnamese dong, which led to further
acceleration of inflation in a viscous circle.
In response the Vietnamese Government switched to an economic policy of bold tightening of
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finance/public finance, and Vietnam’s central bank, the State Bank of Vietnam (SBV) began to
raise policy interest rates in the spring of 2008. As Figure 3-5 also shows, the SBV raised its
base rate at the end of February 2008 of 8.25% (maximum lending interest rate of 12.375%) to a
base rate of 14% (maximum lending interest rate of 21%) at the end of June 2008. The effect of
this was immediate, and with the rise in the consumer price index also reaching a peak, at the
end of September 2008 the SBV began to gradually lower policy interest rates.
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Figure 3-4 Consumer Price Index Trends
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Figure 3-5

Trend in Policy Interest Rate

In this way Vietnam was able to successfully get rid of the inflation, but as a side-effect the
brakes were put on the economy, which until then had been in excellent condition, and the
impact of this is still being felt today.
At a press conference held in January 2010, SBV Governor Nguyen Van Giau stated that
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inflation was “stable”, but as can be seen in Figure 3-6, despite a worldwide trend towards
weakening of the American dollar, the dollar’s exchange rate against the Vietnamese dong has
been following a consistently downward trend. Moreover, policy interest rate were again raised
at the end of December 2009 (base rate of 7%→8%; maximum lending interest rate of
10.5%→12%), and so from a foreign perspective the underlying investment environment
appears to be worsening.
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Figure 3-6

Exchange Rate Trends (VND/USD)

However, despite the slowing down of economic growth, the short supply of electricity
remains unchanged, and with the worsening of the investment environment it would be difficult
to say at this point that infrastructure investment is progressing smoothly. Particularly in the
case of electrical power, because PPA prices are kept low as part of government policy,
worsening of the environment for macro economics leads to the worsening of fund procurement
costs and has a huge effect on the power industry, causing tremendous damage to investment in
electrical power infrastructure. Due to this background, numerous cases of derailed medium and
small hydroelectric projects, the target of this survey, have occurred across Vietnam.

3.2.2

Financial Sector and Lease Businesses

In addition to the central bank, the State Bank of Vietnam, the main banking players in
Vietnam’s financial sector were originally four state-owned national commercial banks and two
policy banks. These are all in the so-called category of “public financial institutions”, but with
the economic expansion of recent years a diverse range of other financial institutions with
private capital ─ private commercial banks, foreign banks, or banks that are a combination of
the two; various types of finance companies, etc. ─ are also increasing their visibility.
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Amongst these, there are 13 lease companies in addition to finance companies ─ all of which
are non-banks under the supervision of the SBV (refer to Table 3-2).
Table 3-2

Lease Companies in Vietnam
Head
License Number and
Registered
No. of
Name of Lease Company
Office
Date of Registration
Capital
Branches
Location
ANZ-VTRAC Financial Leasing
14/GP-CTCTTC
Hanoi USD 5 million
Company (100% foreign capital)
Nov 19, 1999
Agribank No 1 Leasing Company

06/GP-CTCTTC
Aug 27, 1998

Hanoi

VND 200 billion

2

Agribank No2 Leasing Company

07/GP-CTCTTC
Aug 27, 1998

HCMC VND 350 billion

6

11/GP-NHNN
HCMC
Dec 17, 2004
Kexim Vietnam Leasing Company 02/GP-CTCTTC
HCMC
(KVLC) (100% foreign capital)
Nov 20, 1996
Leasing Company- Industrial &
04/GP CTCTTC
Hanoi
Commercial Bank of Vietnam
Mar 20, 1998
05/GP-CTCTTC
VCB Financial Leasing Company
Hanoi
May 25, 1998
04/GP-NHNN
Sacombank Leasing CompanyHCMC
Apr 12, 2006
08/GP-CTCTTC
BIDV Financial Leasing Company I
Hanoi
Oct 27, 1998
Chailease International Financial
09/GP-NHNN
HCMC
Leasing Company Limited
Oct 09, 2006
Vietnam International Financial
117/GP- NHNN
HCMC
Leasing Company (VILC)
Apr 24, 2008
VINASHIN Financial Leasing
79/GP-NHNN
Hanoi
Company Limited
Mar 19,2008
06/GP-NHNN
ACB Leasing Company
HCMC
May 22, 2007
Source: Compiled from the website of the State Bank of Vietnam
BIDV Leasing Company II

VND 150 billion

1

USD 13 million
VND300 billion
VND 300 billion

1

VND 200 billion
VND 200 billion
USD 10 million
USD 5 million
VND 100 billion
VND 100 billion

As can also be seen from the table, the majority of these are lease companies affiliated with
banks and other financial institutions, but there are also examples of lease companies that have
been established by non-finance companies such as Vinashin.
It is well known that lease transactions can be broadly divided into two types: finance lease
transactions and operating lease transactions. In Vietnam, the former are overseen by the SBV,
while the latter are overseen by provincial People’s Committees and MOIT. Under these
conditions, finance lease transactions (which are strictly controlled under the Banking Law) are
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more difficult to carry out than operating lease transactions.
Due to the circumstances described above, the lease business itself is already established in
Vietnam, but in considering the application of leasing to BLT, operating lease transactions
would appear to be more appropriate. When considering leases for entire power generation
facilities, it is imperative that consideration be given to whether or not operating lease
transactions, which permit midterm cancellations, are more appropriate than finance lease
transactions, which do not permit midterm cancellations.
Furthermore, because Vietnam is a socialist country all land is owned by the state, and so
there are no ownership rights for land; only land-use rights can be traded. Accordingly,
businesses and individuals rent the land for long periods of time, for which they require a
license, and once a license has been obtained the land can be used freely.
In contrast, buildings and other structures built on the land is not owned by the state and
private ownership is permitted. Accordingly, under BLT the power station facilities and other
structures on the land are property that can be leased.
Furthermore, in actually implementing BLT, a license for investment aimed at BLT is
required. If the license expires in 50 years’ time, transfer (handover of facilities) can take place
in 50 years’ time.

3.2.3

Environment for Procuring Funds

Below we will discuss the general situation in Vietnam regarding the environment for
procuring funds through dead capital, and specifically loans. This discussion is based on
hearings conducted with multiple financial institutions. Equity funding procurement has been
omitted because it relies largely on the circumstances of the investor.
Terms for loans in VND are a maximum of around three years; for all practical purposes,
loans for longer terms than this are difficult to obtain. In the case of loans in USD or yen,
however, the lending financial institution is foreign and borrowing is relatively easy, but the
borrower bears the risk of exchange rate fluctuations. That is to say, when making repayments if
the VDN is weaker and the USD stronger than at the time the loan is taken out, the borrower
incurs an exchange-rate loss.
In order to avoid this exchange rate risk, hedging using cross-currency swapping of VND and
the foreign currency comes to mind, but due to the circumstances of the VND, long-term swaps
would be difficult, the longest possible term being one year. However, hedging would of course
eliminate exchange rate risks, but interest-rate arbitrage does not allow enjoyment of the merits
of differences in interest rates. Since the availability of USD is far higher than that of VND, the
refinance risk is lower than in the case of loans in VND. Moreover, there are also the issues of
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the rollover risk of swapping and the exchange rate risks that occur because of the
re-engineering of the exchange rate at the time of the rollover.
Although not directly related to funding procurement, it is possible to conclude a so-called
forward exchange contract under which the income amount from lease fees in VND to be exchanged
for USD in a maximum of around three years. However, because in reality it is difficult for EVN to
procure USD, realization of PPA contracts in USD is difficult. All told, in the case that there is little
difference in the economic effect of loans in VND and in USD, it would be better to take out the loan
in VND if income from EVN is paid in VND.

3.3 Merits and Demerits of BLT
To conclude this chapter, we will discuss the merits and demerits of BLT. We will examine
the merits first, identifying the merits for the project company and for Vietnam separately.
The first merit for the project company is that the risk of income fluctuations is low because
capital is recovered through lease fees. In the case of hydroelectric power generation, there is
the risk that the lower amount of river flow will decrease income, and so the risk of income
fluctuations is avoided in the case that there is equalized income such as lease fees. This greatly
increases the attractiveness of projects to investors.
The second merit for the project company is that bundling together multiple medium and
small hydroelectric projects creates a project of significant size, providing merits of scale.
Specifically, this makes it easier to broadly build up investors in equity. For investors that are
searching for investments on a global scale, handling multiple small-scale investments
themselves cannot be said to be good investment efficiency. Loan conditions in funding
procurement for the dead portion of capital are also more advantageous for large-scale projects,
and depending on the project’s scale, handling the loan as project financing is also possible.
The first merit for Vietnam is that even if EVN’s initial investment is, in extreme cases, zero,
supply capacity can be secured. The second merit is that the market for medium and small
hydroelectric projects, while had previously been deemed unsuitable for IPP, expands, supply
capacity security increases, and use of recyclable energy that is superior to other energy forms
in terms of global environment issue expands. Finally, due to their characteristics many
hydroelectricity projects are located in mountainous and other regional areas, and they can
contribute to the invigoration of regional economies (job creation, increased tax revenue)
through the promotion of development.
The following demerits have also been identified. Firstly, because multiple medium and small
hydroelectric projects are bundled together, purchasing the interests and developmental rights of
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each individual project is time-consuming. Moreover, licensing and other procedures may
become complex and cumbersome.
Secondly, because EVN is to operate and manage the leased facilities, a framework needs to
be created for a system for this. Looking at it another way, there is the opportunity for foreign
enterprises to take new business chances such as joint ventures.
One practical problem is that, between the current low wholesale prices and income
fluctuation risks, it is extremely difficult for Japanese companies and other foreign investors to
participate in medium and small hydroelectric IPP projects in Vietnam, but the BLT system has
appropriate merits for Vietnam as well, and can also be expected to reduce the risks shouldered
by investing foreign enterprises.
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Chapter 4
Field Investigation

4.1 Licensing Government Ministries and Agencies
4.1.1

Central Organizations

As part of this study, interviews were conducted with central government organizations that
are deeply related to the power sector: the Ministry of Industry and Trade (MOIT), the Ministry
of Planning and Investment (MPI), the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment
(MONRE), and Vietnam Electricity (EVN). In these interviews, we received various opinions
from each organization and problems that need to be overcome for the adoption of BLT were
also raised.
Because EVN, which would be the actual lessee of project facilities, desires to secure supply
capacity with a small initial investment, it showed interest in BLT even while saying that
implementation would depend on the “Lease fee”, and EVN regards BLT as a potential new
option apart from the existing IPP business scheme (BOT or BOO) if terms of leasing can be
clarified in the future.
Moreover MONRE, Vietnam’s Designated National Authority (DNA) for CDM, displayed
interest in BLT because the promotion of small-medium sized hydropower project which BLT
targets could lead to the possible development of CDM. We were reminded that targeting
small-medium sized hydropower project is also in line with Vietnam’s needs, and that potential
demand exists.
However, problems were also identified in the discussions with MPI, and it became clear that
a new BLT Law would have to be established for BLT to be introduced. When IPP projects with
100% foreign-funded BOT (Build-Operate-Transfer) were introduced in early 2000, Vietnam
government established a new BOT Law before the projects were implemented. The current
BOT Law does not specifically mention leases, and so MPI’s view is that before BLT is
introduced the relevant laws will have to be developed as it was for the introduction of BOT.
Furthermore, since the leasing of hydropower generation facilities is a business scheme that
MPI has been unfamiliar with, there is also the need to legally clarify details such as the sphere
of application for various tax exemption measures and ownership of investment licenses, and so
the first and foremost developing laws to enable the introduction of BLT is an urgent task. From
Vietnam’s experience with introducing BOT, it was said that the necessary legal preparation
would take around 5 years, and the opinion was expressed that an effective method might be to
proceed with preparation of conditions while verifying the BLT system through pilot projects.
Furthermore, attention was also drawn to the difficulty in acquiring development rights when
the move to implement BLT is actually made and the project companies purchase disrupted
small-medium sized hydropower projects from their previous owners. In Vietnam, the
development right is required to develop the hydropower projects, and all project owners
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obtained their rights only after overcoming numerous difficulties. For this reason, even in the
case of projects that have become nonperforming assets whose development has been stopped
partway, for example, there is the possibility that the owners will not easily relinquish their
rights to the project company.
Underlying this is the investment style still prevalent in Vietnam today that takes an
ultra-long-term view, so that hydropower project is regarded by Vietnamese investors a source
of stable profits once the power station is in operations for 100 years; thus, even if the facilities
are currently nonperforming assets, if developed they could produce profits for the next
generation and the generation after that. There is also another reason that consciousness of asset
ownership is extremely strong in Vietnam. However, development rights have expiry dates and
may be revoked if construction is not begun before a certain deadline, and so targeting
discontinued projects with looming deadlines is thought to be an effective strategy.

Photo 4-1

4.1.2

Meeting with EVN

Photo 4-2

Meeting with MPI

Provincial People’s Committees

As part of this study, interviews were conducted with the project companies mentioned below
with the aim of uncovering potential BLT model projects, as well as with the People’s
Committee of Nghe An Province and the People’s Committee of Dak Nong Province, the two
provinces in which the potential projects are located. Our past 10-year experience of working in
Vietnam has taught us that, while some provinces proactively welcome foreign investors, others
are not so enthusiastic, but in this case both provinces gave the impression of being more
welcoming than not of foreign investors.
Since small-medium sized hydropower projects are generally located in mountainous areas,
the promotion of small-medium sized hydropower projects bring economic benefits to regional
areas (increased employment, increased tax revenue, etc.). According to our interviews, in both
these provinces there are several small-medium sized hydropower projects whose development
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has been stopped, and both provincial people’s committees expressed interest in BLT as a means
of obtaining economic results from these projects in addition to rescuing them. The provincial
people’s committees expressed the opinion that from the standpoint of the local economy it
would be preferable that the project’s development rights not be bought outright from the
previous (local) owners, making them 100% foreign-owned, but that foreign investors form
joint partnerships with the previous owners.
However, concern was also expressed that negotiations with EVN over the setting of lease fees
could be exceedingly difficult. IPP businesses conclude contracts with EVN regarding the
wholesale prices for the power they generate (Power Purchase Agreement: PPA), but because
for IPP businesses EVN is the sole power purchaser, EVN has an overwhelming advantage in
contract negotiations and in practical terms wholesale power prices are kept extremely low.
Consequently, there is concern that the same situation will arise in negotiating lease fee settings
with EVN, and the opinion was expressed that we should be prepared for extremely hard
negotiations if we are to extract lease fees that would enable the recovery of invested capital in a
short period of time. Because lease fee negotiations would also be a first-time experience for
EVN, to a certain extent we had anticipated the possibility of negotiations taking some time, but
to ensure that negotiations run smoothly, it is essential that a fee menu and lease terms that have
merits for both project companies and EVN are presented.

Photo 4-3 Meeting with
PC of Nghe An Province

4.1.3

Photo 4-4 Meeting with
PC of Dak Nong Province

Other Organizations

Although these are not licensing organizations, interviews were also conducted with the State
Capital Investment Corporation (SCIC), a central government investment division, and the Ho
Chi Minh City Urban Investment and Development Fund (HIFU), a local government
investment division. These organizations are broadly knowledgeable about fund types such as
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BLT, and we conducted interviews with them in order to gain insight into the possibility of BLT
expansion in Vietnam, as well as to explore the possibility of their becoming our business
partners in the expansion of BLT in the future.
SCIC owns many shares in power generation companies that have split off from EVN and
already has plans for investing in new hydropower and thermal power projects; it is proudly one
of Vietnam’s largest institutional investors in power projects. SCIC is knowledgeable about fund
types as well as power projects and accordingly the representatives we spoke to were quick to
understand the BLT concept and expressed approval of it as a business scheme. However, while
concerns remained about the legal reforms mentioned above, BLT was seen as a good
opportunity for expanding the huge transformation that is to take place in Vietnam with the
gradual introduction of complete liberalization of the electricity sector (retail liberalization) into
new business scheme development. The particularly constructive comment was made that the
optimal course of action would be to solidify systematic and operational aspects while
proceeding with actual projects, and that in order to do this it is imperative that model projects
be identified as soon as possible.
Established in 1996 as an infrastructure investment division, HIFU is a public organization
which is now under the umbrella of the People’s Committee of Ho Chi Minh City. In addition to
extending loans for approximately 250 infrastructure projects in Ho Chi Minh City, the HIFU
has also participated in road and water purifying plant projects as an investor through BOT and
BOO and has abundant experience in these areas. Nationwide, Vietnam has a total of 24
infrastructure funds under the umbrellas of provincial people’s committees, and HIFU is
proudly the largest of these. Currently, the fund’s activities are limited to Ho Chi Minh City, but
following its planned conversion into a financial institution in 2010, the regional restriction will
be abolished and HIFU will be able to invest in projects anywhere in the country, and to this end
is looking out for chances to expand its operations. Moreover, the World Bank (WB), from
which HIFU receive financing, is encouraging the advancement of renewable energy, and so
following its conversion into a financial institution, HIFU plans to become newly involved in
power sector such as small-medium sized hydropower and wind power project. HIFU
representatives also expressed a desire to consider BLT when entering the electricity sector in
the future, and taking into consideration the company’s experience in investment activities and
needs in entering the power sector, HIFU is regarded as a strong candidate for becoming our
business partner when BLT is expanded in the future.
Because of their experience participating in a wide variety of investment projects in Vietnam,
both of the above-mentioned companies are very knowledgeable about investment and provided
many constructive comments aimed at the realization of BLT, giving the impression that these
SCIC and HIFU were the most positive about BLT of all the organizations we interviewed.
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Photo 4-5

Meeting with SCIC

Photo 4-6

Meeting with HIFU

4.2 Project Companies
In addition to the licensing organizations mentioned above, interviews were also conducted
with the following three hydropower project companies in order to select actual model
projects.
4.2.1

Ban Coc and Nhan Hac Project

This project is located in the mountainous region in the west of Nghe An Province and
comprises three run-of-river type small-medium sized hydropower projects (see Table 4-1). As
of August 2009, the Ban Coc (18MW) and Sao Va (3MW) projects are generally complete, but
due to insufficient funds construction on the main project, the Nhan Hac (45MW) project, has
been postponed indefinitely. Moreover, a 110kV transmission line (L= approx. 50km) for
conveying the generated power to EVN’s transmission system (National grid) has been
completed, and from the standpoint of capital recovery it is desirable that Nhan Hac (45MW)
begins operating as soon as possible.

Project
Ban Coc

Sao Va

Nhan Hac

Table 4-1 List of Projects
Output
Current Status
Trial operation as of August 2009.
18MW Maximum discharge: 11.13m3/s
Effective head: 187m
Construction completed September 2009.
3MW Maximum discharge: 11.96m3/s
Effective head: 29.5m
Basic design completed; access road available.
45MW Maximum discharge: 34.95m3/s
Effective head: 145.29m

Source: Field interviews
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It was planned to survey preliminary the Nhan Hac (45MW) project to confirm the site
situation, but unfortunately on the day the condition of the access road was bad, making it
virtually impassable for vehicles. Consequently the Ban Coc (18MW), which is under trial
operation, was surveyed instead and the conditions of the project facilities checked. As far as the
study team could ascertain, the facilities at this power station (6MW × 3 generators) were in
good condition and had been constructed solidly. One reason for this is thought to be that
shareholders of the project company for this project, Que Phong Hydropower JSC, include
several construction companies in Vietnam.

Photo 4-7

Meeting with Project Company

Photo 4-8

Photo 4-9

Ban Coc Power Station(Inside)

Ban Coc Power Station(Outside)

Photo 4-10

Control Room

Through on-site survey the study team checked the level of construction and technology of
project facilities. Moreover, because the transmission line is completed and the project is a
reasonable size with output of 45MW, it was determined that the Nhan Hac project would be an
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appropriate model project and discussions were held with Que Phong Hydropower JSC
Chairman, Mr. Tuat. The merits of BLT were explained to Chairman Tuat and his understanding
sought, but in the end we could not obtain his understanding. Chairman Tuat is searching for
investors to provide construction funding immediately to enable construction to begin on the
Nhan Hac project as soon as possible and believes strongly that the commonly used BOO would
be better than the unfamiliar BLT. It is therefore thought that selecting Nhan Hac as a model
project would be difficult.
4.2.2

Dak Bul Sor Project

This project is located in Dak Nong Province and comprises two small hydropower projects
(refer to Table 4-2). As of August 2009, the project has an office for survey near the dam site but
funds have not been procured and therefore no date has been set for construction of the power
station to begin.

Project
Dak Bul Sor 1
Dak Bul Sor 3
Source: Field interviews

Table 4-2 List of Projects
Output
Current Status
Partial field survey being carried out.
10MW total
Data on facilities unclear.

The owner company of this project, Tan Viet Duc Corporation, was originally a service
company handling food, and so is truly a newcomer to the electricity sector from a completely
different sector. Consequently, the company has no experience of hydropower project or project
development know-how and has not proceeded very far with surveys or design so at this point
virtually all the company has done is obtain an development rights.
Discussions were held with Tan Viet Duc Corporation Chairman, Mr. Loc and his general
understanding was obtained concerning BLT. However, he expressed resistance to the idea of
transferring the facilities to EVN at the end of the lease term. This stance reflects the investment
style with an ultra-long-term perspective and strong ownership awareness mentioned above;
suffice it to say that he was of the opinion that there may be some room for consideration if
BLO (Build-Lease-Own/Operate) were employed.
The style of investment in which the investor is a foreign enterprise presents more and more
potential risks the longer the term of the project, and so in general invested capital is recovered
in a short period, before potential risks surface, and the investor then reinvests in other projects.
The investment style in Vietnam, however, is opposite to this. This disparity in investment styles
is not something that can be overcome in a short period of time, but the study team also hopes
that in the future, in the process of admitting various foreign-backed companies, Vietnam will
modernize its investment style and concept of economics, and their need for greater awareness
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and enlightenment was keenly brought home to us.
The study team checked the local situation of this project also from a location allowing an
overall view of the project site, but in order for construction to commence an access road
measuring more than 15km needs to be constructed, as does a transmission line for conveying
generated power, so in comparison to the small scale of the project (10MW), construction of
ancillary facilities will require a huge expenditure. It was therefore thought that selecting this
project as a model project would be difficult.

Photo 4-11

4.2.3

Meeting with Project Company

Photo 4-12

Situation of Dam Site

Srepok 4A Project

(1) Overview
This project is located on the Srepok River, which flows through Dak Lak Province and is a
run-of-river type hydropower project. The Srepok River is an international river that eventually
flows into the Mekong River in Cambodia. Because of its abundant river discharge, several
hydropower projects are being developed in steps along its course (refer to Table 4-3).
Table 4-3
Project
Srepok 4A (IPP)

Srepok 4 (IPP)

Srepok 3 (EVN)

Buon Kuop (EVN)

Main Projects on Srepok River (as of October 2009)
Output
Current Status
Detailed design, etc. being prepared
64MW Maximum discharge: 498m3/s
Effective head: 14.8m
Under construction
80MW Maximum discharge: 507.42m3/s
Effective head: 17.5m
Under construction
220MW Maximum discharge: 412.8m3/s
Effective head: 60.0m
Operations partially begun
280MW Maximum discharge: 316m3/s
Effective head: 94.9m

Source: Field interviews
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The project company for this project is Buon Don Hydropower JSC, which is actually
controlled by its majority shareholder, Power Engineering Consulting Company No.4 (PECC4),
an EVN-affiliated design consulting company. PECC4 is in fact participating as a design and
works supervision consultant on the Srepok 3 and Srepok 4 projects and the like on the Srepok
River, and risk is thought to be low because they have the good hydrological and geological
knowledge of the site and its surroundings. Currently, various detailed design and licensing
procedures for the Srepok 4A are underway, and although funding has yet to be procured,
discussions with domestic commercial banks are underway.
This project has the following major characteristics.
1) Because of direct linkage to the outlet for the upstream Srepok 4 Project, no new dam
will be built (refer to Figure 4-1).
2) For this reason, only a small number of local residents, 18 households, will need to be
resettled.
3) The project has huge opened waterways, with the headrace waterway measuring 10km
and the outlet waterway measuring 4km.
Normally when a project receives financing from the Japan Bank for International
Cooperation (JBIC), there are many cases in which the degree of impact on the social
environment, such as resettlement of local residents, can be a factor in the decision on whether
or not to finance the project, but this level of disruption will not result in a large loss of points.
Moreover, apart from the around surrounding the power station, the main civil engineering work
required is open-cut construction for the waterways, which is technologically simple, and as
long as there is no large-scale flooding of the Srepok River, it was determined that delays in the
construction process would be minimal.
In addition, construction of the upstream Srepok 4 Project is quite advanced, with the dam
approximately half completed and the power station awaiting installation of the hydraulic
turbines. According to interviews conducted locally, the project is ahead of schedule and
operations are scheduled to begin in 2010. For this reason, also, we received the impression that
construction of the downstream Srepok 4A project was expected to begin soon.
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General Layout of Project

Outlet ; L=4km
Srepok River
Power station

Headrace ; L=10km
Cross-section of headrace waterway

Upstream Srepok 4 Project
Source: Obtained locally.
Figure 4-1

General Layout of Srepok 4A Project

Photo 4-13 Srepok 4 Power Station
(Under Construction)

Photo 4-14 Srepok 4 Outlet Waterway
(Under Construction)
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(2) Hydrology
Near the Srepok 4A Project site is the Ban Don Water Observatory. This observatory has been
measuring water level and flow velocity since the 1970s, and according to locally conducted
interviews, the Mekong River Commission (MRC) has also independently installed water
gauges in the observatory, data from which is automatically transmitted to MRC.
Furthermore, upstream of the project are the Buon Kuop (280MW), Srepok 3 (220MW), and
Srepok 4 (80MW) Projects, which have already begun operations. Buon Kuop and Srepok 3 are
EVN’s projects. Because they are EVN affiliates like PECC4, it is expected that, once these
projects have actually been in operation for several years, the risk of river flow dropping
(hydrological risk) is expected to decrease.

Photo 4-15

Water Observatory

Photo 4-16 River Conditions
around Observatory

(3) Geology
Because this project does not include dam construction, excluding the area near the power
station, it is difficult to image any problems in design and construction arising with regard to the
mechanical properties of foundation rock. With regard to permeability, care must be taken that
there are no leaks into the surrounding soil from the 14km-long waterways, and it is thought that
checking outcrops during the construction stage will be sufficient because (1) checks are already
being performed along the entire length of the waterways using geological boring at a pitch of
150m; (2) the driving channel for the upstream Srepok3 Project has the same structure, so there
is a precedent; and (3) even if there were some slight leakage, the area around the waterways is
uncultivated wasteland and so the impact would be small.
(4) Environment
The impact of this project on the social environment is extremely small, with only 18
households requiring resettlement. Moreover, the area around the 14km-long water ways
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consists almost entirely of uncultivated wasteland, and according to locally conducted
interviews, there are some local residents who have deliberately started to cultivate produce on
this wasteland in order to receive compensation for resettlement, but this is difficult to image
being a serious problem as the scale involved is small.
The Srepok 4A Project will take all the outlet discharge from the upstream Srepok 4 (80MW),
but 100m downstream from where the water is taken there is equipment for partially returning
the water to the river and measures are being implemented to eliminate sections of reduced
water flow, and so the project is considered to be environmentally friendly.
(5) BLT
As mentioned above, the technological and environmental risks of this project are small,
making it very attractive. Discussions were therefore held with the President of the owner
company, Mr. Son (Chairman of Buon Don Hydropower JSC) regarding the possibility of
applying BLT to the project and making it a model project. President Son’s understanding was
received concerning BLT and expressed the positive opinion BLT is a good proposition for
overcoming unavoidable problems faced by hydropower projects as business schemes. However,
aiming for an early commencement of construction, President Son was particularly focused on
speed, and so applying BLT to the Srepok4A Project would be practically difficult.

Photo 4-17

Meeting with PECC4

However, President Son requested the involvement of our company in the Srepok 4A Project
regardless of BLT. Unlike the other owners of project companies with which the study team
held discussions, President Son had a modern and sophisticated concept of investment and
economics. Moreover, since our involvement in the Srepok 4A Project was requested, we intend
to endeavor to maintain a good relationship in some form with the Srepok 4A Project and
PECC4 in the future.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion

The following is a conclusion of the study from the standpoint of the possibility of/need for
BLT implementation and the discovery/selection of model projects, which were the objectives
of the study, as well as future actions.
(1) Possibility of/Need for BLT Implementation
It became clear from the field investigations that in order to implement BLT in Vietnam,
because there are aspects of BLT that cannot be covered entirely by the current BOT Law, it
would be necessary to establish a new BLT Law, and therefore it is believed that implementation
of BLT would take some time.
However, in Vietnam there is a very high need to develop small-medium sized hydropower
projects, not only to meet the power demand but also as a means of benefiting and invigorating
regional economies through CDM. Moreover, it is a fact that the Vietnamese organizations that
were interviewed as part of this survey were all puzzling over how to overcome the harsh
environment currently surrounding small-medium sized hydropower projects and many
expressed approval of BLT as a potential means of providing a solution.
Accordingly, despite the hurdle of needing to newly establish a BLT Law, it was determined
that the potential for developing small-medium sized hydropower using BLT is extremely high.
(2) Identification/Selection of Model Projects
The Srepok 4A Project, which presents few technological and environmental risks, was
identified through this study as a quality project with the potential for obtaining CDM credit.
The company undertaking this project, Buon Don Hydropower JSC, expressed an extremely
positive stance with regard to BLT and so BLT application to the project was attempted, but it
was thought that application would be slightly difficult due to the construction schedule.
However, because Buon Don Hydropower JSC requested that our company become involved
in the project, we intend to continue our involvement with the project. Through this involvement,
we hope to apply BLT to the next hydropower project that Buon Don Hydropower JSC
develops.
(3) Future actions
To enable the swift implementation of BLT at the point that model projects are identified, it is
imperative that systematic details concerning BLT such as the taxation system and investment
licensing be developed. To this end, we intend to work on these details with a local Vietnamese
investment law consulting firm with ties to our company as well as seek the advice of SCIC and
HIFU, both of which expressed approval for BLT.
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In addition, we will endeavor to consider business profitability and lease fee menus in
preparation for BLT implementation.
In conclusion, we would like to express our gratitude and thanks to the JKA as well as the
Engineering and Consulting Firms Association, Japan (ECFA), which provide valuable
opportunities that contribute to our company’s continuing activities in Vietnam.
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Appendix-1

Schedule of Field Investigation

1) The 1st Investigation
Date

Activities

1

28th Jul. Tues

Move (Sendai - Soul - Hanoi)

2

29th Jul. Wed

Meeting with JETRO and JBIC

3

30th Jul. Thu

Meeting with EVN, MOIT and MPI

4

31st Jul. Fri

Meeting with MONRE

5

1st Aug. Sat

Move (Hanoi - Nghe An/Vinh)

6

2nd Aug. San

7

3rd Aug. Mon

8

4th Aug. Tues

9

5th Aug. Wed

10

6th Aug. Thu

11

7th Aug. Fri

12

8th Aug. Sat

Move (Vinh - Que Phone District)
Meeting with Site Office of Que Phone Hydropower JSC.
Site investigation of Ban Coc HPP
Meeting with Nghe An People’s Committee
Move (Vinh - HCM)
Meeting with Tan Viet Duc Corporation
Move (HCM - Dak Lak/Buon Ma Thout)
Move (Buon Ma Thout - Dak Nong/Gia Nghia)
Meeting with Dak Nong People’s Committee
Site investigation of Dak Bul Sor HPP
Move (Gia Nghia - HCM)
Move (HCM - Soul - Sendai)

2) The 2nd Investigation
Date

Activities

1

16th Aug. San

Move (Sendai - Soul - Hanoi)

2

17th Aug. Mon

Meeting with Agrimeco

3

18th Aug. Tues

Meeting with SCIC

4

19th Aug. Wed

Meeting with J-Power and MOIT

5

20th Aug. Thu

Meeting with Que Phone Hydropower JSC.

6

21st Aug. Fri

Meeting with Tac Ba Hydropower JSC.

7

22nd Aug. Sat

Move (Hanoi - Soul - Sendai)
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3) The 3rd Investigation
Date
1

5th Oct. Mon

Activities
Move (Sendai - Narita - Hong Kong - HCM)
Meeting with HIFU

2

6th Oct. Tues

Move (HCM - Khanh Hoa/Nha Trang)
Meeting with PECC4

3

7th Oct. Wed

Meeting with Buon Don Hydropower JSC

4

8th Oct. Thu

Site investigation of Srepok4 and Srepok4A HPP

5

9th Oct. Fri

Move (HCM - Hong Kong)

6

10th Oct. Sat

Move (Hong Kong - Narita - Sendai)
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Appendix-2

Major Interviewees

Organization

Title

Name

Ministry of Industry and Trade

Vice-Chairman

Mr.Nguyen

(MOIT)

of IPPs Management Board

Ministry of Planning

Head of FDI Division

Mr.Nguyen Noi

Viet Nam Electricity

Deputy Director,

Ms.Luong

(EVN)

International Cooperation Div.

Ministry of Natural Resources

Depty Director General,

and Environment (MONRE)

Internal Cooperation Dept.

Nghe An People’s Committee

Vice Chairman

Tuan Anh

and Investment (MPI)
Thi An
Mr.Nguyen
Xuan Bao Tam
Mr. Ho Duc
Phoc
Dak Nong People’s Committee

Vice Chairman

Mr. Tran Phuong

State Capital Investment

Director, Investment Dept.2

Mr.Dinh Viet

Corporation(SCIC)
HCM

City Urban Investment

Tung
Deputy General Director

and Development Fund
Que Phone Hydropower JSC

Mr.Nguyen
Thanh Liem

Chairman of BoM

Mr. Le Khac
Tuat

Tan Viet Duc Corporation

General Director

Mr.Tran Van
Loc

Buon Don Hydropower JSC

General Director

Mr.Nguyen
Xuan Phuong

Power Engineering Consulting

General Director

General Director

Representative

Mr.Hideyuki

Company No.4(PECC4)
Japan Bank for International

Satsuma

Cooperation(JBIC),
Representative office in Hanoi
Japan External Trade

Representative

Mr.Daisaku
Obata

Organization Hanoi Representative
Office(JETRO)
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